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Outline

• Defense Standardization Workshop
• Continuous Learning Modules (CLMs)
• Mission Assistance



Defense Standardization Workshop
• Course Description:  The Defense Standardization Workshop (DSW) 

covers DoD policies and procedures for the development, management, 
and use of nongovernment standards, commercial item descriptions, and 
specifications and standards. Group practical exercises tailored to the 
customer’s organization emphasize the application of standardization 
tools, policies, and procedures described in CLE 028 Market Research for 
Technical Personnel, CLE 064 Standardization in the Acquisition Lifecycle, 
and CLE 065 Standardization Documents. 

• Length: 2 Day Course (14 Continuous Learning Points (CLP))
• FFS Mission Assistance:  

– Replaces PQM103/SYS120
– Customer pays DAU expenses (materials and faculty travel)

• Recommended Prerequisites:  CLE024, CLE064, CLE065, ASSIST On-
Line account



Defense Standardization Workshop
– Introduction
– Stating Requirements

• Discussion and class knowledge review
– Standardization Documents

• Discussion and class knowledge review
– Commercial Item Descriptions 

• Discussion
• Group exercise review of CID tailored to customer

– Specification Simulation
• Discussion
• Group exercise Specification Simulation or group review of a 

specification tailored to customer
– ASSIST

• Discussion
• Exercise tailored to customer



Continuous Learning Modules

CLE028 – Market Research for Technical Personnel
– Describes market research from the perspective of technical 

personnel. It explains the practical value and discusses the 
government mandate to conduct market research. The 
course addresses market research team membership, 
sources for obtaining market data, and techniques for 
technical evaluation and documentation of market 
information.

– Recommended prerequisite for Defense Standardization 
Workshop

– Provides 4 CLP



Continuous Learning Modules

CLE064 – Standardization in the Acquisition Lifecycle
– Explore the role of effective standardization in defense 

acquisition and its contribution to program success. It introduces 
you to standardization and its application across phases of the 
acquisition life cycle, discusses standardization policy in the DoD 
and addresses the management and use of standardization 
documents. 

– Recommended prerequisite for Defense Standardization 
workshop

– Provides 4 CLP



Continuous Learning Modules

CLE065 – Standardization Documents
– Covers technical details of the specific purpose of each type of 

document; how to distinguish each type of document based on 
the document identifier; general rules for stating requirements 
in standardization documents; policy regarding the adoption 
and use of Non-Government Standards; and format and 
content requirements for Commercial Item Descriptions, 
Defense Specifications, Defense Standards, and Defense 
Handbooks.

– Recommended prerequisite for Defense Standardization 
Workshop

– Provides 4 CLP



Mission Assistance
• Catalog:  https://www.dau.mil/consulting-services/p/wkshps-

sims
• To schedule an offering contact the regional DAU Associate 

Dean for Outreach and Mission Assistance:
Capital North-East:  Vance Gilstrap; Vance.Gilstrap@dau.mil
Mid-Atlantic:  Mike Paul; Michael.Paul@dau.mil
Mid-West:  Vishnu Nevrekar;  Vishnu.Nevrekar@dau.mil
South:  Jack Cain; Jack.Cain@dau.mil
West:  Rob Tremaine; Robert.Tremaine@dau.mil
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We are part of the community, not just a place to take classes.

LOCATED WITH OUR CUSTOMERS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DAU made a conscious decision in 2001 to locate its faculty and staff at regional campuses aligned with major concentrations of the Defense Acquisition Workforce population.These regional campuses allow us to offer courses “locally”—saving travel dollars and cutting down on time away from home for the workforce.In addition, because our faculty are located close to major acquisition organizations, they can do more than teach. They can go to the acquisition organizations and provide Mission Assistance (tailored training, information about major changes to acquisition policy, and consulting support) to help these organizations address program, business or technical issues and achieve better acquisition outcomes.By helping acquisition organizations, our faculty also maintain currency on current acquisition practices thus making them more relevant in the classroom.



Look Ahead
• ASSIST Webinars

– Up to 4 separate webinars
– Updated live periodically
– Recorded for access when wanted

• Market Research Webinar(s)
– Based on update to SD-5:  Market Research

• Send ideas and suggestions to:
Jim Weitzner, james.weitzner@dau.mil



QUESTIONS?
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